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10th January 2022 
Dear friends, Good Morning 

ABREA Telegram Group - Observations 
You are aware that ABREA started Telegram Group in the year 2020 with an 
objective to have interactive mode to the members to share the views pertaining 
to retirees’ related issues. Further, it was envisaged that this forum will act as 
guiding force to the common members in resolving the operational issues with 
mutual co-operation and co-ordinated efforts.   
We are thankful to the ADMINs and Resource Persons of the group for sparing 
their time and resources in guiding the members over the years and also 
providing inputs to the leadership from time to time. Based on the feedback from 
Members, Office Bearers and other forums, ABREA has been representing the 
issues and pursuing with the concerned officials for resolution. The process of 
persuasion is an ongoing activity and we are on the job.  
Of late, it is observed that few members of the group are using the forum to post 
cynic messages and making negative comments again and again on the same 
point, vitiating the positive environment.  
Friends, we understand the anxiety of the members and we wish to bring to your 
kind notice that we have been taking up the issues with the management and 
many of the issues are getting resolved. Please note that we are operating in a 
constrained environment compared to serving employees’ associations / 
organisations. Further, the post merger scenario warrants co-ordinated efforts 
with other retiree organisations of the Bank also viz., UBI, e-andhra and e-corp 
bank retiree associations. It is the time to have patience and perseverance in 
dealing with management. 
In the above backdrop, we earnestly request the members of the group to have a 
pragmatic view on retirees’ issues and it is desirable to post positive/suggestive 
messages instead spreading hatred against the Bank/Staff. The need of the hour 
is to extend helping hand to our colleague members by providing authenticated 
information and required support/guidance in resolving ongoing operational 
issues. Let us move forward with Unison and Positive Approach to achieve the 
desired goals. 

Stay Home & Stay Safe 
Thanks and Regards, 

 NSN Reddy 
General Secretary 


